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Abstract-The present paper addresses heat and mass transfer between a permeable wall and a fluid- 
saturated porous medium. To assess the effect of wall suction or injection on sensible heat transfer, a 
stagnant film model is developed. The model yields a thermal correction factor accounting for the effect 
of wall transpiration on heat transfer. In order to apply this correction factor, neutral (or zero mass 
transfer) heat transfer rates must be specified. In the past, for a large number of practical situations heat 
transfer correlations have been obtained with the boundary layer model, which are summarized here. 
Subsequently, the derived correction factor is applied to free, mixed and forced convection flows along 
vertical and horizontal permeable walls embedded in a porous medium. The predictions of the film model 
are compared and found to be in good agreement with corresponding results obtained with the boundary 
layer model (also provided by the literature). Hence, the film model approach appears to be a compact 

and adequate description of the processes considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

FORCED, mixed, and free convection flows and heat 
transfer in fluid-saturated porous media are en- 

countered in many geophysical and engineering appli- 
cations. Geophysical applications are thermally 
enhanced oil-recovery, energy storage, pore water 
convection near salt domes (for the storage of nuclear 
wastes) and movement of contaminants in ground 
water. Some of the direct technological examples of 
heat transfer in porous media are drying processes, 
powder metallurgy, transpiration cooling, insulation 
of buildings and pipes, and chemical catalytic reac- 
tors. 

This wide spectrum of interests has led to a large 
volume of investigations in this field in the last 50 years. 
Most investigations issue from Darcian fluid flow, 
named after Darcy [l], which is extended with non- 
isothermal buoyancy effects by invoking the 
Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximations.? The possi- 

bility of free convection in a porous material was 
first pointed out by Horton and Roger [5] and 
Lapwood [6]. Wooding [7, 81 conducted the first 
numerical and experimental studies on convection in 
porous layers. Later these studies have been continued 

by among others McNabb [9], Prats [IO], Elder [l I], 
Combarnous and Bia [12], Cheng and Chang [ 131, 
Cheng and Minkowycz [14], Cheng [15, 161, Renken 
and Poulikakos [ 17, 181 and Lai and Kulacki [ 191. 

t Though these approximations are generally attributed to 
Boussinesq [2], they were originally set out by Oberbeck [3]. 
A historical review is found in Joseph [4]. 

All mentioned studies concerned flow in a porous 

medium bounded by a flat impermeable wall. In some 
practical cases however, fluid injection or withdrawal 
(or suction) though the wall is encountered. From a 
geothermal power plant, for example, the residual hot 
water is usually disposed of via subsurface injection 
wells which can be modeled as a permeable wall. The 
effect of wall transpiration on flow in porous media 
and convective heat transfer has been examined 
numerically by Cheng [20], Minkowycz et al. [21] and 
Lai and Kulacki [22]. 

A powerful approach for describing the effect of 
wall transpiration on heat transfer is offered by the 
classical film model. This model provides general ana- 
lytical expressions, the so-called correction factors, 
which can be applied to any system of importance. In 
the past these film model correction factors have been 
successfully used to predict the effect of surface mass 
transfer on free fluid transport phenomena. Recent 
reviews of the film theory are found in Bannwart 
[23], Bannwart and Bontemps [24], Brouwers [25] and 
Brouwers and Chesters [26]. 

To the author’s knowledge, the film model has 
never been derived and employed on convective heat 
transfer between a permeable wall and a fluid- 
saturated porous medium. Hence, from an analysis of 
a porous film a correction factor for the effect of wall 
transpiration on heat transfer is derived. Further- 
more, this correction is applied to forced, mixed and 
free convective flow along vertical and horizontal 
plates embedded in a porous medium (mixed con- 
vection constitutes the interface between pure free 
(or natural) and pure forced convection). Next, the 
impermeable wall Nusselt number correlations are 



NOMENCLATURE 

c* 

E” 
specific heat of Auid [J kg’ ’ I( ‘1 Is fluid thermal expansion coetficient [K ‘1 
relative difference between literature and 6, thermal film thickness [m] 
film model, equation (22) 0, thermal correction factor for the eff‘ect 01 

.f dimensionless stream function transpiration 

9 gravilational acceleration [m s-‘] O’(O) dimensionless temperature gradient 
K permeability [m”] i: constant defined in equation (1 S) 
k effective thermal conductivity I’ fluid kinematic viscosity [mm’s ‘1 

[Wm ‘K ‘] P fluid density [kg mm ‘1 
L plate length [m] cbt dimensionless wall mass flux, equation 
i?z constant defined in equation ( 17) (5). 
.M& mean Nusseit number, equation (27) 

local Nusselt number, equation (24) 
constant defined in equation (16) 
Peclet number, U . ..~-ir 
heat flux [W m ~‘1 
modified local Rayleigh number, 
&$( t, - t , ).t-ivcx 
temperature [‘ C] 
free stream velocity fm s ‘1 
injection velocity fm s- ‘1 
coordinate along the wall [m] 
coordinate normal to the wall [ml. 

Subscripts 
I-C forced convection 
film pertaining to film model 
hmc horizontal plate, mixed convection 
hnc ~lori~ontal plate, free (natural) 

convection 
vmc vertical plate, mixed convection 
vnc verticat plate, free (natural) 

convection 
W conditions at wall 
Xx: conditions at infinity. 

Greek symbols 
SI effective thermal diffusivity, k!pc, 

[m’s .‘f 
Superscript 

* pertaining to impermeable plate. 

summarized: provided by the literature. These cor- 
relations are needed in order to apply the film model 
correction factor. Subsequentiy, the predictions of the 
compact film model expression are compared with the 
permeable wall results of Cheng [20] and Lai and 
Kulacki [22], which proceed from a numerical simi- 
larity solution of the continuity, the momentum 
(Darer) and the energy equation. 

POROUS FILM MODEL 

Consider a film consisting of a fluid-saturated 
porous medium next to a permeable wall (Fig. I). 
Through this film there is a transport of Auid which 
is injected or withdrawn through the wall. Neglecting 
viscous dissipation, heat sources, radiation and con- 
sidering a steady situation the energy equation of this 
film reads : 

At the wall the temperature reads : 

r(y = 0) = t,. (2) 

At the opposite side of the porous layer the bulk 
temperature attained is : 

I(_i‘ = 6,) = f, I (3) 

Solving equation (I) and applying boundary con- 
ditions (2) and (3) yields the temperature profile in 
the film : 

porous 

bulk 

Frr,. t , Porous film. 
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(4) 

where 4, represents the dimensionless thermal mass 
fhlx : 

& = @yl , (3 

The heat transfer from the fluid-saturated medium to 
the wall is described by Fourier’s law as : 

wherein equation (4) has been inserted. In equation 
(6) the following factor has been introduced : 

(7) 

For heat transfer from medium to wall without wall 
transpiration (i.e. v, -+ 0 or & -+ 0) @+irn tends to 
unity. Note that this factor is analogous to the 
expression derived from the customary pure fluid film 
model, where this factor is referred to as the 
Ackermann correction [25]. 

In the case of convective heat transfer, according to 
the film theory approach, the actual local Nusselt 
number, denoted by Nu,, in the presence of mass 
transfer follows from multiplying the zero mass trans- 
fer (or neutral) Nusselt number, denoted as NUT, by 

@.film : 

NM, = o,,,, I%:. (8) 

The thermal film thickness is then taken to be as : 

where x is a coordinate along the wall (in the direction 
of flow). The local-impermeable plate-Nusselt 
number depends on the convective system considered. 
Some frequently occurring cases are discussed in the 
following section. 

One can readily conclude from equations (5) (7)- 
(9) that, following the film model, the effect of a sur- 
face mass flux on heat transfer can be assessed in a 
relatively simple way. Furthermore, though the pre- 
sented analysis is based on an imposed wall mass flux, 
the same correction factor will follow when the mass 
flux originates from diffusion. Hence the correction 
factor derived here can be applied to porous media 
with heat transfer in the presence of a diffusional mass 
flux (by wall condensation or evaporation) as well. 

IMPERMEABLE PLATE NUSSELT NUMBERS 

In this section Nusseit number correlations are 
summarized for forced, mixed and free convective 
heat transfer to both vertical and horizontal imper- 
meable plates. These correlations are the results of 
investigations of previous researchers. All analyses 

were based on a numerical analysis of Darcian flow 
in a saturated porous material with invoked boundary 
layer conditions. The fluid was considered to conduct 
as Newtonian and incompressible. 

For forced convection over an impermeable plate 
embedded in a porous medium the local neutral Nus- 
selt number reads : 

lvu: = -O’(O)$ PeJ?, (10) 

see Cheng [ 151. The constant factor on the right-hand 
side of this equation depends on the wall temperature 
and temperature distribution. For constant fluid vel- 
ocity along an isothermal plate it amounts to 0.5641, 
in the case of constant heat flux it has a value of 
0.8540. 

For combined forced and free convective flow along 
a horizontal or vertical impermeable surface in a 
porous material the local Nusselt number depends on 
both the Peclet and Rayleigh number. For a hori- 
zontal plate it reads : 

NUT = --O’(O),,,, Pe,“*, (11) 

see Cheng [16] and for a vertical plate the Nusselt 
number follows from : 

N#*= -o’(O)* pet:* Y YlnC \ f (12) 

see Cheng [ 151. The constant in equation (11) depends 
on the bulk velocity, the temperature distribution of 
the plate, and Ra,/Pe:‘*. For mixed convection along 
a vertical plate the constant in equation (12) depends 
on the temperature distribution, RaJPe,, and the 
directions of buoyancy and free stream velocity (aid- 
ing or opposing). 

The local Nusselt number for pure free convective 
heat transfer to a horizontal nonisothermal plate in a 
porous medium follows from Cheng and Chang [ 131 
as : 

NUT = - ~‘(0)~~~ Ra.ii3. 113) 

For an impermeable vertical plate in a porous material 
the local Nusselt number has been obtained by Cheng 
and Minkowycz [ 141 as : 

,Vu.~ = -W(O),*,, &I; 2. (14) 

Both O’(O)&, and O’(O),*,, depend on the thermal 
boundary conditions at the plate surface. For an iso- 
thermal plate O’(O),*,, has a value of -0.4440, while 
for a constant heat flux O’(O),*,, and O’(O),*,, amount 
to -0.6788 and -0.8164, respectively. 

Experimental results of Elder [ll]. Combarnous 
and Bia 1121, Renken and Poulikakos [ 181 and Lai 
and Kulacki [19] are in agreement with theoretical 
predictions. These predictions were based on a bound- 
ary layer analysis of mixed convective heat transfer in 
horizontal porous layers next to impermeable walls. 
Recently Renken and Poulikakos [17] reported the 
agreement between (Darcian) theory, based again on 
the boundary layer model, and forced convective heat 
transfer experiments for small porous medium 
Reynolds numbers. A possible agreement between 
the boundary layer model and film model will there- 
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Table I. Numerical rmults 01‘ Lai and Kulacki [22] and the lihn model for the cll’cct 01‘ 

transpiration on rorccd convective heat transli-r ((/\> is constant) 

Lai and Kulacki [22] 
equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

I 5% -O’(O) @,.I, d,.,, 0, 1,111, E,, 

~ 1.0 0.6337 0.7151 -0.5642 0.7443 4. I % 
0.0 0.8862 I .oooo 
I.0 I .2009 1.35.51 

0.0000 I .oooo 0.0% 
0.5642 I .3085 - 3.4% 

fore, for the above mentioned cases, also imply an 
agreement between film model and practice. 

FORCED AND MIXED CONVECTION ALONG 

PERMEABLE PLATES 

The film model correction for the effect of mass 
transfer on heat transfer is compared with the results 
of previous investigators. All these foregoing studies 

concern forced and mixed convective boundary layer 
flow over flat vertical plates embedded in porous 
materials with imposed transpiration. 

The effect of mass transfer through a permeable 
horizontal plate in a porous medium on pure forced 
and mixed convective heat transfer has been inves- 

tigated by Lai and Kulacki [22]. These investigators 
obtained similarity solutions for the special case where 

the surface temperature : 

t,* = t, +c‘,.u’. (15) 

the wall transpiration velocity : 

1-u = Cz.Y’I, 

and the free stream velocity : 

(16) 

u/, = C,x”‘. (17) 

are all prescribed power functions of the coordinate 
along the plate. It was shown by Lai and Kulacki [22] 
that similarity solutions exist for : 

tt- 1 
t1 = 

2 

For a number of dimensionless surface mass flux par- 
ameters ,fW the governing equations were solved and 
hence the dimensionless temperature gradient at the 
wall, denoted by O’(O), was obtained. The effect of 

mass transfer on heat transfer can simply be expressed 
by: 

@ ,_ = !?! = _!3!?!~, 
I.,‘ NlP O’(0) * 

(20) 

which can be compared to the correction factor of the 
film model. The parameter 4, is therefore expressed 
in terms of .fW by equations (5), (9), (IO), (16) (l7), 
(I 9) and equation (14) of Lai and Kulacki [22] : 

0, = 4&L!? t TL 
30,(0)X 

In Table I for an injection case (,fi = - l), a neutral 

case (,fi = 0), and a suction case (1; = 1) the values 
of O’(0) and 0,,,1 are listed for pure forced convective 
flow, whereby d = l/2, n? = 0 and n = -l/2. Fol- 
lowing ref. [22] these values correspond to a constant 

heat flux problem. In Table 1 also &, and 0 ,,,,,,,, 
are included, determined with equations (21) and (7), 
respectively. The relative difference between film 

model prediction and similarity solution is assessed 
by: 

(22) 

which is also included in Table 1. Table 2 has same 
properties listed, but now for i. = 2, m = I and n = 0. 
These values correspond to the case of constant tran- 
spiration velocity, see equation (16). 

Tables 1 and 2 indicate the excellent predictions of 
the effect of mass transfer on heat transfer by the film 
model. The relative difference between film model and 

numerical results in ref. [22], governed by E,,, is less 
than 5% for ]&rcl 6 0.5642. A similar accuracy has 

been obtained by Mickley tit ul. [27] for forced con- 
vective boundary layer flow over a flat permeable 
plate. 

As said above, Lai and Kulacki [22] examined com- 

bined forced and free convection over a horizontal 
plate with wall transpiration as well. In Table 3 their 
mixed convective O’(0) and resulting O,,hmc are tabu- 
lated for i = 1,‘2, PI = 0 and n = - l/2 and Rayi 
PC,’ ’ = I, implying a constant wall heat flux. Ra,/ 
Pr: ’ = I concerns a situation where both the pressure 
gradient and the buoyancy gradient contribute to flow 
and heat transfer to a similar extent. Hence, this ratio 
corresponds to a true mixed convection problem. In 
Table 4 the pertaining results are listed for i = 2, 
m = 1 and n = 0, which is to say a constant surface 
mass flux. The computed values of Ehmc which are 
listed in Tables 3 and 4 illustrate again the accurate 

predictions of the basic film model with respect to the 
effect of surface transpiration on mixed convective 
heat transfer between a fluid in a porous material and 
a flat horizontal plate. 

A similar analysis has, to the author’s knowledge, 
not been carried out yet for mixed convection over 
vertical plates. Consequently, no numerical results of 
this case are available to compare the film model with. 

FREE CONVECTION ALONG PERMEABLE 

PLATES 

Free (or natural) convective flow along permeable 
plates embedded in a porous material has been inves- 
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Table 2. Numerical results of Lai and .Kulacki [22] and the film model for the effect of 
transpiration on forced convective heat transfer (0, is constant) 

~____ 
Lai and Kulacki [22] 

__-____----- equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

.A -O’(O) @UC Ar, 0 L.blIn EfC 

- 1.0 1.1258 0.7055 -0.6267 0.7192 I .9% 
0.0 1.5957 1 .oooo 0.0000 1 .oooo 0.0% 
I .o 2.2117 I .3860 0.6267 I .3459 - 2.9% 

Table 3. Numerical results of Lai and Kulacki [22] and the film model for the effect of tran- 
spiration on mixed convective heat transfer to a horizontal plate (Ra,/Pe:’ = I, q, is constant) 

Lai and Kulacki [22] 
equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

.fi -O’(O) 0 ,.hrnC AhrnC @,,n,, &“>C 

- 1.0 0.8862 0.8042 -0.4537 0.7902 - I .7% 
0.0 1.1020 I .oooo 
1.0 1.3745 I .2473 

0.0000 1 .oooo 0.0% 
0.4537 1.2439 -0.3% 

tigated by Cheng [20], Minkowycz et al. [21] and Lai 
and Kulacki [22]. 

Cheng [20] studied the effect of the lateral mass flux 
on free convective boundary layer flow along a vertical 
plate in a porous layer. Similarity solutions were 

obtained, the temperature (equation (15)) and tran- 
spiration velocity (equation (16)) described as power 
functions of the vertical coordinate, for : 

i.- 1 
n=--- 

2 (23) 

For various dimensionless surface transpiration par- 

ameters f, the dimensionless wall temperature gradi- 
ent, denoted by O’(O), was obtained. The effect of 
mass transfer on heat transfer is characterized again 
by the ratio of transpiration heat flux and neutral 
(impermeable plate) heat flux, see equation (20). 

The dimensionless variables fW and &,, are related 

by equations (5), (9), (14)-(16), (23) 

dt 1 

and equation (16) of ref. [20], resulting in 

(25) 

In Tables 5-7 various fW, O’(0) and O,,,,, are listed, 

as well as the corresponding +,,VnC and O,,lilmr for i = 0 
(isothermal plate), 1 = l/3 (uniform heat flux) and 
1 = 1 (uniform transpiration). The tables disclose that 
the general agreement between film model and simi- 
larity solution is good, and highest for suction (i.e. 

,f, > 0, #,,,,, > 0). Note that a comparable agreement 
between film model and numerical results was found 
by Brouwers [28] for free convection along a per- 

meable vertical plate placed in a viscous fluid. 
Minkowycz et al. [21] and Lai and Kulacki [22] 

investigated the effect of surface mass flux on free 
convection flow adjacent to horizontal plates. The 
former investigators obtained numerical solutions 
with a local non-similarity method in the case of con- 
stant surface mass flux and various power-law vari- 
ations of the wall temperature, see equation (10). 

Lai and Kulacki [22] showed that similarity solu- 
tions are permitted for : 

i-2 
fl=---, 

3 

which is equivalent to equations (18) and (19). For 
several dimensionless surface mass flux parameters fW 
the dimensionless temperature gradient at the wall 
O’(0) as obtained with the similarity solution method. 
The correction factor for the effect of mass transfer 
on heat transfer is defined by equation (20) which is 
comparable with the film model correction factor. 

Table 4. Numerical results of Lai and Kulacki [22] and the film model for the effect of tran- 
spiration on mixed convective heat transfer to a horizontal plate (Ra,/Pe:,’ = I. t’, is constant) 
___.__ ~~~. _____ 

Lai and Kulacki [22] 
equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

f .W -O’(O) @,,h ~t.hmc %ih LIK 

-1.0 1.6309 0.8137 -0.4989 0.7712 - 5.2% 
0.0 2.0044 I .oooo 0.0000 1 .oooo 0.0% 
1.0 2.5182 I .2563 0.4989 1.2701 I I % 
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Table 5. Numerical results of Cheng [20] and the film model for the eH‘ect of transpiration on 
free convective heat transfer to a vertical plate (t, is constant) 

Cheng [20] 
~-~ ~~~- equation (20) 

;iY y-- ;@““’ 
equation (25) equation (7) 

@,\,>, _dJt .ill< 0, ,,I!_ 

- 1.0 0.2043 0.4603 - 1.1266 0.5403 
-0.8 0.2432 0.5480 -0.9013 0.6161 
-0.6 0.2865 0.6456 -0.6760 0.6998 
-0.4 0.3345 0.7537 -0.4507 0.7915 
-0.2 0.3870 0.8720 -0.2253 0.8916 

0.0 0.4438 1 .oooo 0.0000 I .oooo 
0.2 0.5050 1.1379 0.2253 I.1169 
0.4 0.5701 I .2846 0.4507 I.2422 
0.6 0.6389 1.4396 0.6760 1.3758 
0.8 0.71 II I .6023 0.9013 1.5174 
I .o 0.7863 1.7717 1.1266 I .6669 

equation (12) 
L,, 

17.4% 
12.4% 
8.4% 
5.0% 
2.2% 
0.0% 

- 1.8% 
-3.3% 
-4.4% 
- 5.3’V” 
- 5.9%” 

Table 6. Numerical results of Cheng [20] and the film model for the effect of transpiration on 
free convective heat transfer to a vertical plate (yu is constant) 

-~ ~~~~ ~~ ~- ~. _~. 
Cheng [20] 

~~~ ~- ~~ equation (20) equation (25) equation (7) equation (22) 

f u -O’(O) 0 I,\% A,,, 0 Lhhl 6°C 
-~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~. ~~~. 

-1.0 0.397 1 0.5860 -0.9839 0.5874 0.2% 
-0.8 0.4416 0.6517 -0.7871 0.6576 0.9% 
-0.6 0.4917 0.7256 -0.5903 0.7337 1.1% 
-0.4 0.5476 0.808 I -0.3935 0.8161 1 .O% 
-0.2 0.6096 0.8996 -0.1968 0.9048 0.6% 

0.0 0.6776 1 .oooo 0.0000 1 .oooo 0.0% 
0.2 0.7517 I.1094 0.1968 1.1016 -0.7% 
0.4 0.8316 I .2273 0.3935 I .2096 -1.4% 
0.6 0.9169 I .3532 0.5903 I .3240 -2.1% 
0.8 I .007 I.486 0.7871 I .4447 -2.8% 
1.0 1.102 I.626 0.9839 I.5713 - 3.4% 

The dimensionless properties ,fi and &hnc are model and numerical results was found by Brouwers 
related by equation (21). This relation follows readily [29] for free convective heat transfer to/from a hori- 
from combining equations (5), (9) (13), (15). (16). zontal permeable plate in a viscous fluid. 
(26) and equation (13) of ref. [22]. 

In Tables 8 and 9 various ,fi? O’(0) and Ot,hnc are 

listed, as well as the corresponding CJ~,.~“< and @film, 
MEAN HEAT TRANSFER 

for i = l/2 (constant heat flux) and 1. = 2 (uniform In the foregoing the attention has been focused on 
transpiration), respectively. The tabulated small Ehnr the effect of mass transfer on local heat transfer be- 
disclose again that the film model and similarity solu- tween the porous medium and wall. In what follows the 
tion agree very well. A similar agreement between film effect on mean heat transfer is analyzed in some detail. 

Table 7. Numerical results of Cheng [20] and the film model for the effect of transpiration on 
free convective heat transfer to a vertical plate (c, is constant) 

Cheng [20] 

f u -O’(O) 

~ 1.0 0.6 180 
-0.8 0.6770 
-0.6 0.7440 
-0.4 0.8198 
-0.2 0.9049 

0.0 1.000 
0.2 1.104 
0.4 1.219 
0.6 1.344 
0.8 1.477 
I .o I.618 

equation (20) equation (25) 

@Lb”‘ 4 t Y”‘ 

0.6180 - I .oooo 
0.6770 - 0.8000 
0.7440 -0.6000 
0.8198 - 0.4000 
0.9049 -0.2000 
1 .oooo 0.0000 
I.104 0.2000 
1.219 0.4000 
I.344 0.6000 
1.477 0.8000 
I.618 I .oooo 

_ _~~~~~~~ ~ 

equation (7) 

@,.,,Z” 

0.5820 
0.6528 
0.7298 
0.8133 
0.9033 
I .oooo 
1.1033 
I.2133 
I .3298 
I .4528 
I .5820 

equation (22) 
E I"‘ 

.~ ~_~. ~~~~ 
- 5.8% 
-3.6% 
- I .9% 
-0.8% 
-0.2% 

0.0% 
-0.1% 
-0.5% 
-1.1% 
- 1.6% 
-2.2% 
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Table 8. Numerical results of Lai and Kulacki [22] and the film model for the effect of 
transpiration on free convective heat transfer to a horizontal plate (qw is constant) 

Lai and Kulacki [22] 
equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

xv -O’(O) @.hnc &hW 0 t.fi,m E h”C 

-0.8 0.6835 0.8412 
-0.4 0.7433 0.9148 

0.0 0.8125 1 .oooo 
0.2 0.8510 1.0474 
0.4 0.8923 1.0982 
0.6 0.9366 1.1527 
0.8 0.9839 1.2110 
I.0 I .0344 1.2731 

_ 
-0.4923 0.7740 
-0.2462 0.8819 
0.0000 1 .oooo 
0.1231 1.0628 
0.2462 1.1281 
0.3692 1.1959 
0.4923 I .2663 
0.6154 1.3391 

-8.0% 
-3.6% 

0.0% 
1.5% 
2.7% 
3.7% 
4.6% 
5.2% 

Table 9. Numerical results of Lai and Kulacki [22] and the film model for the effect of 
transpiration on free convective heat transfer to a horizontal plate (nW is constant) 

Lai and Kulacki [22] 
equation (20) equation (21) equation (7) equation (22) 

f .x -O’(O) 0 0°C &h”c 0 1.61m E hnc 
__-___ 

-0.8 1.3853 0.8822 -0.5095 0.7668 -13.1% 
-0.4 1.4688 0.9354 -0.2547 0.8781 -6.5% 

0.0 1.5702 1 .oooo 
0.2 1.6288 1.0373 
0.4 I .6920 1.0776 
0.6 1.7632 1.1229 
0.8 1.8421 1.1732 
1.0 1.9298 1.2290 

The mean Nusselt number is defined as : 

NM, = .’ 
s 

L 

L r=” 
Nu, dx. (27) 

According to our film model, equation (27) in the case 
of a surface mass reads : 

1 L 
NUL = Yi r=O s N4%1m dx, (28) 

see equation (8). 
For flow along impermeable plates, i.e. O,,,, = I, 

the integral can be solved in most practical situations, 
see equations (lo)-(14). For convection with mass 
transfer, i.e. O,,fi,, # 1, the integral can be solved too 
in closed form if c#+, and hence Ot.fi,m, are constant. 
This is the case if a similarity solution of the governing 
equations is imposed, implying a constant fW [2&22], 
see equations (21) and (25). 

Accordingly, in the case of constant fW and 4t the 
mean heat transfer coefficient simply follows from 
multiplying the mean neutral heat transfer coefficient 
by the (constant) film model correction factor O,.film. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a film model has been derived for and 
applied to convective heat transfer between a flowing 
fluid in a porous medium and an adjacent permeable 
wall. This film model yields a relatively simple cor- 
rection factor for heat transfer Ot,6,m. In order to apply 

0.0000 1 .oooo 0.0% 
0.1274 1.0651 2.7% 
0.2547 1.1328 5.1% 
0.3821 1.2032 7.2% 
0.5095 1.2763 8.8% 
0.6369 1.3520 10.0% 

this correction factor one needs to know the neutral 

(or zero mass transfer) heat transfer correlation. In 
the third section available data on neutral Nusselt 
numbers are amply summarized. Next, the film model 
predictions have been extensively compared with 
existing theoretical results concerning heat transfer in 
the presence of suction or injection. These foregoing 

studies were based on boundary layer models and 
whereby the obtained set of self-similar equations was 

solved numerically. 
The results illustrate the substantial effect of a sur- 

face mass flux on heat transfer. For an injection rate 
of c$, = -0.5 for instance, convective heat transfer is 
already reduced by about 20%. For a fluid withdrawal 
level of 4t = 0.5, heat transfer is enhanced by about 
25%. The film model appeared to correlate within 
13.1% with the boundary layer model data for 
14,] < 0.4537. These values apply to mixed convective 
flow along horizontal plates, and pure forced and pure 
free convection along both vertical and horizontal 
plates (data on mixed convection about vertical per- 
meable plates are not yet available). These problems 

and stated 4, range extend well beyond a large number 

of practical applications. 
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that for the self- 

similar situations considered, the mean Nusselt num- 
ber in the case of wall mass transfer simply follows 
from multiplying the neutral (or impermeable wall) 
mean Nusselt number by the (constant) film model 
correction factor Ot,fi,m. 

Though attention was restricted here to flat hori- 
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zontal and vertical plates, it is expcctcd that the film 

model is applicable. with a comparable accuracy. to 

the intermediate situation of inclined surfaces. 
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